Office Tables

Furnishing the Entire Ofﬁce

• Height-Adjustable Tables
Adjustable tables for the open plan,
private office and Activity Spaces

Knoll Ofﬁce Tables
In today’s contemporary workplace, tables play an integral role in creating
spaces that adapt to a diversity of work modes and support collaboration.
As organizations reimagine their workspace, they rely on the planning ﬂexibility

• Open Tables
Large tables for the open plan

and technology integration of ofﬁce tables to shape work environments that
promote productivity.

• Plannable Table Desks
Stand-alone and linkable table desks
for the open plan

Knoll offers a complete range of tables and table desks for open plan, private
ofﬁces and Activity Spaces that support the ever-changing ofﬁce landscape.

• Tables for Shared Work
Shared tables for systems integration
and adjacent collaborative areas

•

• Meeting Tables
Collaborative tables for informal
meeting areas, team spaces and
Activity Spaces

• Conference Tables
Distinctive tables for formal meeting
and conference rooms, war rooms
andboard rooms

• Training Tables
Multi-purpose tables for training
rooms and classrooms

• Reception and Lounge Tables
Table Desks for the Private Office
Stand-alone table desks

Occasional tables for lobbies,
reception areas and Activity Spaces

• Dining and Café Tables
Versatile tables for informal eating
areas, cafeterias and kitchens
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Enhancing Employee Well-being
Height-Adjustable Tables
Knoll height-adjustable tables offer personalized solutions that
allow users to adjust their workspaces throughout the day in an
ergonomic, healthy and safe manner. Height-adjustable tables create
high-performance workspaces that not only support today’s work
processes, but also are ﬂexible enough to adapt to future needs.
Left: Tone™ height-adjustable
table with Generation by
Knoll® work chair.
Facing, clockwise from top
left: Reff Proﬁles™ adjustableheight sliding table and
ReGeneration by Knoll® high
task chairs; Tone heightadjustable tables with Antenna
Fence and Generation by
Knoll work chairs; Antenna®
Telescope™ Y-Base Table
and ReGeneration by Knoll
high task chairs; Antenna™
Telescope Dual tables with
center screens, Interpole™
and ReGeneration by Knoll
work chairs.
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Eliminating Barriers to Communication
Open Tables
A space-efﬁcient solution for the open plan ofﬁce, open tables offer a clean
aesthetic that eliminates barriers to teamwork and provides advanced cable
and technology management below the worksurface.
Facing: Antenna® Workspaces
Big Table with beam-mounted
storage and Generation by
Knoll work chairs. Above
right: Antenna Workspaces Big
Table with privacy screens and
laptop drawer and Generation
by Knoll work chairs. Below
right: Crinion Open Table with
frameless glass add-up and
ReGeneration by Knoll work
chairs.
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Creating Adaptable Workspaces
Plannable Table Desks
Freestanding table desks allow organizations to easily personalize and
customize primary workspaces. Create high-performing workspaces
by planning table desks with other freestanding elements, including
storage, Technology Wall and Interpole, or position tables side-by-side
or back-to-back to create mobile, ﬂexible environments.
Top, left to right: Antenna®
Workspaces mobile desks
with privacy screen, Generation
by Knoll work chairs and Interpole
storage wall; Antenna Simple
Tables with privacy screens and
Remix® work chairs; Mobile
Antenna Simple Tables with
privacy screens, Template® Storage
Workwall and Generation by Knoll
work chairs.
Bottom, left to right: Tone heightadjustable tables in a Dividends
Horizon® workstation with Remix
work chairs; Propeller® tables with
privacy screens and Chadwick®
chairs; Reff Proﬁles open frame
tables with Antenna Fence and
Remix work chairs.
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Promoting Collaboration
Tables for Shared Work
Guest and collaborative tables support the planned and
spontaneous collaboration that occurs in the ofﬁce throughout the
day. By creating shared spaces adjacent to primary workstations,
organizations are equipped to accommodate teams that are
more mobile and collaborative than ever.
Facing, clockwise from
top left: Dividends Horizon
X-Base table with Moment™
side chair and Generation
by Knoll work chairs;
Reff Proﬁles heightadjustable sliding table
with Saarinen Executive
chairs; AutoStrada® L-Leg
table with Spoleto side
chair; Saarinen table with
Tulip stools.
Right: Antenna Workspaces
Y-Base table and mobile
desks with MultiGeneration
by Knoll hybrid chair and
Generation by Knoll work
chairs.
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Anchoring the Private Ofﬁce
Table Desks for the Private Ofﬁce
Today’s high-performing private ofﬁces support not just individuals, but
are often also the site of focused collaboration. Tables for private ofﬁces
must meet the changing needs of today’s workplace and support the
range of workers and work styles.
Left: Antenna Workspaces
table desk with suspended
storage, Generation by
Knoll work chairs and
Moment side chairs.
Right, clockwise from
top left: Reff Proﬁles
table desk with Krusin
side chair and Sapper™
Executive chair; Antenna
Telescope Y-Base table,
Reff Proﬁles storage and
Life® chair; Dividends
Horizon Y-Base table and
credenza, Generation by
Knoll and Bertoia side
chairs; Florence Knoll
Executive desk, Remix
High Back chair and Brno
side chair.
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Creating Spaces to Share Ideas
Meeting Tables
Despite being able to work from nearly any location, people still value
connecting with others in the ofﬁce. In a workplace of diminishing
space, meeting tables respond to the need for collaborative spaces,
creating well-equipped, comfortable spaces outside of the primary
workstation.
Facing, clockwise from top
left: Reff Proﬁles meeting
table, Sapper 50® monitor
arm and ReGeneration by
Knoll work chairs; Dividends
Horizon conference table,
MultiGeneration by Knoll
hybrid chairs and Scribe®
Mobile Markerboard; Reff
Proﬁles height-adjustable
sliding table with Saarinen
Executive chairs; Antenna
Simple Tables and MultiGeneration by Knoll
hybrid chairs.
Above, right: Saarinen
table and Tulip chairs with
Interpole screens. Below, right:
Antenna Workspaces media
enclave with MultiGeneration
by Knoll hybrid chairs.
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Support for Large Groups
Conference Tables
Knoll conference tables create distinctive spaces for large groups
while also conveying the culture and brand of an organization. Knoll
conference tables carefully consider and respond to technology needs
with appropriate wire management solutions and convenient access
to power.
Top, left to right: LSM
L-Base conference table and
Life chairs; LSM V-Base
conference table and
Generation by Knoll
chairs; Crinion Open Table
and Generation by Knoll
work chairs.
Bottom, left to right: Reff
Proﬁles meeting table and
Generation by Knoll work
chairs; Propeller conference
table with Saarinen Executive
chairs; Propeller conference
table with Sapper Executive
chairs.
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Delivering the Best for Teaching and
Training
Training Tables
Easily conﬁgured and reconﬁgured, training tables are ideal for large
community spaces, training rooms and classrooms. Accommodate groups
of any size with ganging capabilities and complete, yet nimble, cable
management capabilities that support one or many.
Facing, clockwise from top
left: Propeller training tables,
ReGeneration by Knoll chairs
and Scribe Mobile Markerboard; Pixel™ C-Leg tables
and Saarinen Executive chairs;
Antenna Simple Tables with
MultiGeneration by Knoll
stacking chairs; Pixel T-Leg
tables, Gigi® side chairs and
Interpole screens and storage.
Right: Antenna Simple
Tables with casters and
MultiGeneration by Knoll
stacking chairs.
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Creating Welcoming Spaces
Reception and Lounge Tables
Knoll research has shown that more than half of all work happens away from
the primary workstation, making lounge and reception spaces even more
important. Because these spaces also serve as the ﬁrst point of contact with
clients, welcoming, well-designed spaces set the tone for an organization.
Above left: Maya Lin Stones
with k.™ lounge. Below left:
Barcelona® Collection.
Facing, clockwise from top
left: Dividends Horizon
low X-Base table with
Spark® Series lounge chairs;
KnollExtra® Power Cube
and Jehs+Laub lounge
chairs; Platner coffee table
with Florence Knoll sofa
and Saarinen Womb chair
and ottoman; Antenna
Workspaces low table with
k. lounge and Interpole
screens and storage.
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Knoll Office Tables

Energizing Common Areas
Dining and Café Tables
From casual break areas to large-scale cafeterias, dining and café tables
energize common spaces and provide getaway areas for the shared work
that sparks conversations and fosters a culture of innovation. Dining and
café areas can also serve as ofﬁce hubs, allowing members from different
departments to interact and bounce ideas off each other.
Facing, clockwise from top:
Interior with Antenna Workspaces tables and Sprite Series
stacking chairs, and outdoor
café with Stromborg tables
and Spark Series side chairs;
Reff Proﬁles meeting table
and Bertoia barstools with
Saarinen tables and Sprite
stacking chairs; Dividends
Horizon X-Base tables with
MultiGeneration by Knoll
stacking chairs, and Antenna
Workspaces standing-height
tables with Jamaica barstools.
Above right: Pixel column leg
tables with Olivares
Aluminum chairs; Dividends
Horizon EQ table and Sprite
stacking chairs.
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Office Tables
A variety of desking, training, meeting and conference tables — conventional and dynamic — that reflect the needs of the
contemporary workplace.
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